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“Jim Lahti is a very experienced composer, and one worthy of broader awareness.  
His pieces are well constructed and orchestrated and have emotional content with  
which musicians and audiences connect.”
— Delta David Gier, Conductor, South Dakota Symphony Orchestra;  

Assistant Conductor, New York Philharmonic

“The imagery, the wonderful use of language, and the power of these poems compelled 
me to compose this work. The sheer scope of the poems suggested larger forces than 
just a piano and voice and also suggested more than one voice. The end result is this 
song cycle. Only in the epilogue do the two singers perform in duet.”
—Jim Lahti 

“The idea for of death and the planets came to me when I was casting about for a way 
to write of five deaths of loved ones that had occurred in my life before I was 50. With 
an assist from Dante the shape of the collection began to form. I would write a poem 
for each planet as if travelling through the Solar System and between planets I would 
encounter a deceased loved one, taking from mythology and even astrology for each 
planet’s character and soul.
—John McEveety Woodruff

of death and the planets is a large song cycle by composer Jim Lahti, setting a poetry 
collection of the same name by John McEveety Woodruff and scored for soprano, tenor, 
flute, oboe, violin, viola, ’cello, and piano. The work is, essentially, a 15-movement 
journey and over the course of approximately an hour and a half the listener will be 
transported through the solar system with occasional stops along the way for five  
departed souls with personal connections to Mr. Woodruff. Both the poems and the  
music are at times dramatic, poignant, sad, loving — and periodically whimsical. 
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From high noon to high noon is 176 days.
To have entrusted our messages for the gods to this
  trickster was crazy.

Oblivious to our prayerful projectiles,
For three billion years the action there has been done,
Save for one fateful moment:
Blasting our Winged Messenger’s clothes to asteroids,
A seething wanderer-world collided, moved in,
Now two burning cores under flimsy wrap
Locked enfolded in cosmic embrace.
The only marriage to have lasted since.

This presently perfect spherical duality
Plays hide and seek with its elliptical orbit,
But Mariner 10, straining Copernican paparazzo,
Managed some peeping-Tom snaps.
The gossip transforms from rumor to fact:
A pocked baked adobe ball in the black sky,
From the gods a preview message of our own end.

VENUS
To modern astronomers who have peeked beneath her
  poison cream chiffon veils,
Love Goddess could not be less apt.
Acid winds whip relentless
A fiery sulfuric tempest.
All this hell caused by 100,000 active volcanoes.

THE TEXTS
“(Ten million trillion neutrinos will speed harmlessly through your brain and body in 
the time it takes to read this sentence. By the time you read this sentence, they will be  
farther away than the moon.)”
—Timothy Ferris, Coming of Age in the Milky Way

PROLOGUE
Casting inadequate shadow,
She kills time before Eternity
Fulminating a five-billion-year grudge at the moon.
After rape-splashing room for the Pacific
(Ejaculating molten mass within her),
The bloodless frozen intruder hangs around ever since.
And aside from daily tossing her oceans,
He never reveals his dark side. Ever.
Beyond scorn and Hell’s fury,
All she can do is methodically but without apparent effect
Block his light.

That one day the sun will expand
Enfolding all almost out to Mars in cooler deathly red
Affords perverse satisfaction.

MERCURY
The system’s intractable unconscious,
World closest to the sun,
Bounding blind leaps in logic:
A year is 88 days; a day is 59 days;
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You are dead.
I will never see you again.
But your spirit hovers,
Probably not even past Mars, Mary,
Your velvet voice, still so audible, tantalizes.
Damned by helplessness,
My living flesh is pinned by gravity.

When your eyes, my eyes’ mirror, last looked into mine,
Frantic with sorrow your end had arrived too unfairly fast,
Uncustomary tears allowed mine too willing.
Among the polymer tubes and beeping sensors
I left you to join the dead.
Were you really caught by surprise?
You dared to dodge
How cause and effect conspire in our minor moment of space.
Are you listening to me?

II
After mother died,
Her brand Salem, witches’ realm,
Yours Merit, the ultimate in denial,
In her place, you were magnificent, but
The paternal curse, there from the start,
Taking insidious advantage of your overwhelm,
Brazenly surfaced.
I remember you sitting yoga-style in the hospital, your 
  chosen place of worship,
Catatonic.

Astronomers are not poets.
Volcanoes called coronas, mountains in collapse,
Hot heaving breasts, she lies supine in uncontrollable rut,
Sick with love.
Passion’s suffering constant, she is hotter than Mercury.
Her wanton gravity, so high, could crush a submarine,
And upon meteoric impact into her pliant flesh,
A peak always emerges in the aureole’s center:
Nipples erect heralding orgasm.

MARY (b. 4 August 1943 — d. 19 January 1994)
“All that is visible must grow beyond itself, extend into the realm of the invisible.”
—I Ching, Hexagram 50, “Ting”

I
With asthmatic emphysemic last gasp,
You turned blue.
They sedated you,
Shoved plastic air tube, senseless pathetic umbilical, through
  your trachea,
And for ten days you lingered embryonic in closed-eye  
  slow motion.
As if stabbed, your torso jumped with each respirator 
  inhalation.
When between thrusts, lightly stroking your brow,
I whispered in your ear I loved you,
Nothing happened.
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The last time you visited,
When you thrilled to the “heather” along the thruway,
I had not the heart to disabuse you
It was appropriate Purple Loosestrife.
Merits put away until tomorrow,
You sat in the dark at a vanity sucking an inhalator.
A sourceless glint of light reflected from the mirror
The link between two Hail Mary’s on unlikely rosary beads.
Hail! Mary! Full of grace and swollen alveoli.

III
Ignition. 
Blast off.
I am left with your oil of Peruvian Lilies;
By it you claim Queen of Naïfs.
Our final Delusion of Grandeur.
Fortunate to the point of being misjudged clever,
I commissioned it just before Lithium gave you the shakes.

I laughed upon hearing you had donated your organs to science.
The night you died they did call for your eyes.
How would the undertaker have made your closed lids
  look filled?
But all of you rolled into the welcoming furnace.

And with Autumn’s cool
The Loosestrife is gone:
Only dried brown stalk
Upon once magenta blossoms sprung.

Beautiful Mary, in full bloom.
You looked right past me.
Electroshock among consenting adults
Finally tossed you from that mausoleum.
Was it you who described in veteran nursespeak
How the body jumps with the juice?
You engaged in all manner of being fucked.
Was it then you began to die?
Or was it the numerous prescribed drugs?

First to correct behavioral tilt,
Then to correct the microscopic savagings of the infernal
  correction,
Little glass and plastic bottles
Forever on your night table with ironical childproof caps,
Or for overnight visits, clustered in a cardboard box,
Each pill each capsule unwittingly ready to turncoat,
Cure becoming killer?
And after twenty Meritorturous years,
I saw you struggle from your car with a cane,
Bearing frightened witness to the once flip sex kitten,
Sleek white Bacall stick drooped from rouged lips,
Become a drug-bloated matron, still dragging weed.
The time for dissuading you long gone,
I no longer shared with you my secrets and my sins.
Even that satisfaction you took from me,
Your baby-steps toward oblivion distracting you.
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Cold and tiny,
And dark.
Brown dwarf.

Do alien astronomers view it
Binary partner with red dwarf Sol
Surrounded by its own rocky planetary,
Impressive Ganymede, battered Callisto,
Europa possibly for ice-skating?
A quick tan on Io?
The intuitive ancients named it
Father of Apollo, Sungod.
But a dying ember compared.
To be fooled by this insignificance
Misses the masquerade.

Its ominous light conjures Dante’s ‘Rubicante’;
Its sound, Jude’s murmurers.
Revelations’ earth
Where Michael flung the dragon;
The place where rebel angels dwell,
Where Lucifer fell.

MARS
Imagination charged by spectacular surface:
What was all the fuss about heroic blood lust?
Huge constructed canals; monumental humanoid faces;
Dense black forests coming and going in a season;
All fierce carbon winds’ trompe l’oeil shifting tons of red iron dust.
Earth’s twin luxuriates in seasons twice as long,
Same tilt, same spin, even same iron core,
But stillborn without magnetic pulse
And that poses the question:
Where long ago voluminous waterways cut Valles Marineris
Within which the Rockies could comfortably hide
Turns out not a battlefield but an abandoned country house
To one day be engulfed by the suburbs?

Unmanned reality checks bewilder,
Let us have back our wars.

JUPITER
Inexplicable change inextricable.

A metallic molecule zoning the wakeful giant,
Like suspicious Juno, we see perfectly well
Through the familiar but nonetheless insulting disguise.
Close proximity strips its bright reflected sunlight;
Deadly radiation pulses from within.
Not planet colossus;
More something of a star,
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Complaint of pain rare, you were Prospero left to your own
  faint strength,
Relieved by prayer, seeking my indulgence to set you free.
I caressed your downy poisoned scalp and noticed a vein pulsing;
The surprise of rot in the air.
Were you disappointed when I remained among the living?

Noisy Hell behind you,
It is for me from this side to sing:
No one knew better how to clothe an idea;
And to the thorough annoyance of one and all,
No one prolonged longer the serendipitous Masked Ball.

II
Mephistopheles, Hootchie-Cootchie Man,
Mercutio, Trickster,
Wordsucker, wordsmith,
Wordfucker wordstiff,
Wordless writer, logical step after beloved Beckett.

Your delightful wicked smile beckoning with barbarian
  tomfooleries,
My spirit was weak and the flesh was all too willing.
Alarmed, I saw the back seams of your shoes were rent,
Always on the verge of jumping out of your skin,
You were not of this world; something more than mortal.
Afflicted with Juno-struck madness,
You propagated rites of the grape;
At your wake Robert Emmett alive-alive O’Connor

PATRICK (b. Halloween 1947 — d. Thanksgiving 1976)
“Of what did the duumvirate deliberate during their itinerary? Music, literature, 
Ireland, Dublin, Paris, friendship, woman, prostitution, diet,…the Roman catholic 
church, ecclesiastical celibacy, the Irish nation, Jesuit education, careers, the study of 
medicine, the past day, the maleficent influence of the presabbath, Stephen’s collapse.”
—James Joyce, Ulysses, ‘Ithaca’

I
Beelzebub, Balloonman,
Satyr, Archangel,
Persephone’s son, brother to Thespis,
Saltimbanque, Harlequin,
You pounced on an unsuspecting audience,
And playing among the seats, the house cleared.
Pioneer ad lib performance-artist,
You wrote me bits as your Panza, Pecuchet, your Laurel,
But even I did not stay for the complete run.
Left to solitary devices, it was revealed
The cancer worm had discovered your entrails:
There was something human about you after all.
Without shame I resumed front row center.
The grisly scene when you leering bare the surgeon’s work
running the length and breadth of your disemboweled torso;
You had made the fatal mistake of wearing the character
  out of the theatre.

By curtain you were an aged Buddhist monk, smoking a 
Marlboro Light.
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Adolescent melancholic doggerel
Revealing yourself “dying soul”.
No one noticed.
Fading, our troubled memories are all that are left;
Soon you will disappear.

SATURN
Tired sunlight reflects this hoary god,
Crowned with flowering haloes of ice and snow,
Braided wavering outermost ring, moon-shepherded by 
  enduring Prometheus curious Pandora;
Extraordinarily lightweight; on an ocean immense enough 
  it would float.

Fragmented legends from before time.
Frozen shards of hurried dreams:
Devoured children disgorged.
To Italy. The Golden Age.
And when December’s daylight thankfully stops shrinking, 
  the revels begin.
Master serves slave; gifts are exchanged.

Yet faint Etruscan rumors of human sacrifice:
“Off the bridge with the sixty-year-olds!”
Embarrassment of ages.
Pandora’s peeking scattershot chaos;
Unleashed knowledge in the bite of Eve’s apple;
The big bang from where asymmetry escapes.

Who, by the way, to remain here never touches a drop,
Pontificated, “Only the good die young”,
And with recognizing the apparent verisimilitude of platitudes,
My youth, and you along with it, had passed.

You have awakened on the unfamiliar beach;
Unsightly beggar Minerva’s final role for you.
You are home. Go, take back your palace
In that silent middle among the Planets;
And though you will never more hear the sound of my voice,
My words, dear Patrick, as you wander among airy giants,
Are only just beginning.

CHARLIE  (b. 1947 — d. 1971)
“L’animo mio, per disdegnoso gusto, 
credendo col morir fuggir disdegno,…”
—Dante Alighieri, Inferno, Canto XIII

By your own hand dead now longer than you lived,
Adrift near Saturn who was accused of devouring his children,
Because you touched the lit match to your gasoline body,
The Italian locks your tortured soul forever within a withered
  thorny tree,
From its brittle limbs your black corpse draped.
You left two notes.
At the scene an apology to your parents for leaving their
  car unattended;
In the prep school yearbook,
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FATHER (b. February 15, 1910 — d. January 14, 1968)
“Among my people, men of integrity do things differently,
a father covers up for his son, a son covers up for his father, and
there is integrity in what they do.”
—Confucious, Analects, 13/18

I
Some four thousand million miles from halfway in my life,
In this lightless hollow, beyond consciousness,
With unearthly eyes do I see you.
Held in endless momentary check by the gravity of the
  gaseous giants, 
In familiar bewildered abandonment, doubt-filled black limbo,
Are you never to be judged?

On earth I discovered why your silenced removal here:
No sense now for explanation or excuse.
Well past the mouth of Hell,
Listening for your infectious distracting laughter,
I heard nothing.
Along my haunted journey I trapped the dark vision of 
  terrible insight
When a young boy I realized you did not care for me.
Did you hear my howling? Feel the rotted patrimony pruned?
Our relation’s blasphemy no longer put off,
By how you brought down our house now comes the reckoning:
I am released from obligation to the Sage’s outlaw integrity.
 
Like you, father, I am the second son,
An Isaac, led to the mountain top,

Modern cosmologists have finally caught up with the
  nameless ancients.

Nothing is ever perfect.

URANUS
The sun is powerless, a dim footlight off methane blue-green;
Warmed from within, impossible to find where atmosphere 
  ends and vapor begins,
Surfaceless ocean unfathomable.

4,900,000,000 years ago, in the Age of Accretion, when only
  litter went bump in the night,
It suffered permanent knockdown;
For twenty-one-year seasons the sun sees either a pole or  
  a vertical equator.
A slowly swiveling Ferris wheel results from eleven very
  old gossamer rings
And fifteen radiation blackened moons, most named for the
  Bard’s female fantasticks — 
Titania, Miranda, Cordelia, Ophelia, Umbriel.

Titan of the heavens, Saturn’s predecessor.
Nasty transformation ending in castration, Cronos the 
  hired butcher,
Blood flowed into the Earth’s oceans and dazzling
Aphrodite emerged.

But even out here the stars appear just as distant.
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The sacrificial dagger poised to one last time pierce your
  own chest
Was become a whiskey bottle passed back and forth.
We could not stay to help you.

On view at rest in our Roman fashion
A noble profile for one so poor.
As I meditated your corpse,
I saw you were dressed in my only suit,
A gift from you a few years before;
Your attending oldest daughter, who follows you here,
Unwittingly performed this fetching for the undertaker.
There within my body’s wrap your bones remain, fortuitous
  filial cove.
Our unpaid debts and treacheries in place:
Thread of peculiar inborn love unbroken.
Keep the suit. It no longer fits me anyway.

NEPTUNE
The sun takes its place among the stars.
Here, first discovered by the mind, not the eye;
In merest light, black engulfed giant blue.
Curiously familiar.
All else beyond is light or interrupted light or imagined.

Threefold reflector, remembrance of spaces passed,
Uranus substance, Jupiter’s stormy eye, Earth color.
Deep within, hot as the Sun’s skin,

Lain prepared on the stone,
The angel of God in attendance,
But no dutiful Abraham in sight.
Too busy at the bottom of a bottle.
We watched you slowly destroy yourself;

And when you raged, an uncontrollable beast,
Our roles crossed in sickened perverse reversal:
The innocent angel, watching your dagger-laden hand, did
  not know to watch for mine.
You were a dangerous child in a man’s body,
A failed shy uncomfortable jumble in the minds of your children,
Who, with their own avoidance the goal,
Despite reasonable arguments of the logic of oblivion,
Still gag on your nicotine whiskey smell.

II
In the clinic, when we angry executioners came for you,
We passed your cot three times,
Three times we misread your pathetic transformation:
Strips of linen subdued your delerium-tremensed wrists to
  side rails; 
Our heavily lined brows, hallucinations’ leering sadistic smiles.
Your hand shot up as far as the bonds permitted,
The bonds which protected you from yourself,
And that night would insure your lungs fill and kill you.
As I turned my young horrified eyes,
Up again shot your desperate arm
And I saw the raised arm of Abraham stayed by a crony God,
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Each morning’s mirror demanded impossible artifice.
Upon any evidence of plain unadulterated reality, 
Medean inevitable scorpion sting struck time and again.
That darkened Holy Saturday, all tabernacles stripped
  and empty,
Scornful confidence of no resurrection,
Your dropped cigarette tricked the latch to the doors of Hell.
Those hospital days under sandpaper sheets,
When at your door I heard your uncontrollable little cries 
  and whimpers
While the nurse prepared you for my visit,
Only your pain-laced smiling exposed:
Final attempt at keeping up appearances;
Gargantuan effort at small talk, that well-polished shield;
Have you now no words? No greetings? No keening of lament?
Of vast disappointment?

Mater Gloriosa.
First life.
Mater Dolorosa Furiosa.
First death.
That earthly trick, silent denial, become tenebrific essence?
On the far side of the looking glass where truth is a lie?

I leave you your triumphant solitude
In this nothing lasts forever.
What’s left out here is your elusive god who confuses
  abduction and rape with love.

Yet orbited by the system’s coldest place, son Triton.
Endless conflicts in loyalty strain the Ocean-Calmer’s romance: 
While repeatedly rescuing a helpless maiden from slavery’s
  ugly clutches,
He can just as easily destroy a young innocent for not coupling
  a questionable step-mother.
Unified field’s tug-of-war.

Ever closer to negative-Time’s last millisecond:
Fusion confusion.

MOTHER (b. November 15, 1912 — d. July 7, 1967)
“I must be cruel only to be kind.
Thus bad begins, and worse remains behind.”

“You go not till I set you up a glass
Where you may see the inmost part of you.”
—William Shakespeare, Hamlet, Act III, Sc. iv

Mirrors do not work where no reflection streaks.
Here in bitter Caina, outermost circle of my life’s sadness,
You must bend your frozen face into the shadows.
Take my hand… there… just so…
We are walking in bright sunlight to my first day of school,
You smiling cheerfully, and I
Too young to sense your miserable ending beginning,
Suffused with your passion for the well-wrought word. 
Your body finished, familial treachery begun,
Loveless spousal grape-sucking’s all.
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Jim Lahti (ASCAP) received his musical training at 
Sonoma State University near San Francisco where he studied 
composition with Will Johnson, at the Manhattan School of 
Music in New York City where he studied piano and composi-
tion with Robert Helps, and at the New School where he studied 
film scoring with Leonard Rosenmann. He has performed in 
solo and chamber music recitals on both coasts and has occa-
sionally found himself doing church and nightclub work as well. 
From 2001-2007 he was the pianist with The OMNI Ensemble, 

based in Brooklyn and in 2001 this group released a CD of his chamber music. He has 
also worked extensively in the theatre, from vocal coaching for the New York produc-
tion of Sugar Babies and the musical direction for several productions at the American 
Conservatory Theatre in San Francisco to conducting musicals and operas. In 2011 he 
became co-producer, scriptwriter, music director, arranger, and pianist for Broadway 
Sings for Pride, a group founded to raise money through concerts for LGBTQ causes 
and comprised of Broadway actors. A 1982 recipient of a New York State Council 
on the Arts/Meet the Composer grant for his Variations for Flute and Piano, Jim has 
written for a wide range of instrumental and vocal combinations – musicals and musi-
cal revues, a movie score, art songs, concerti, orchestral works, a requiem mass, two 
operas, and a great deal of chamber music. His music has been heard in concerts in San 
Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, London, and France, as well as on radio stations in 
the United States and Canada. He is the 2018 recipient of the BRIO Award for excel-
lence in music composition from the Bronx Council on the Arts. Jim lives in New York 
City with his wife Mary, an artist and actress. 

www.jimlahti.com 

PLUTO
Least substantial rock
Locked in tango gaze with Hades’ gondolier.
Careful the neighbor is farthest away
To trespass his orbit for a sprinkling of years.
Then across and out to ellipse for 236. 

To our scrutiny a subatomic particle…

Disappearing there…

…reappearing here…

From Death’s other side.

EPILOGUE
Ah, Harvest Moon, your golden amber thralls;
At perigee, show cornstalks bowed heavy.
Stilled waters draped with your cream woven shawl,
And when sunless night receives its levy
To depart the light-pricked sky, you remain.
Our daytime triad persists through morning,
Sometimes longer, to the brink of insane.
But Winter’s arrival, cold reason’s warning,
You return to your place in the shadows,
Marble sliver on planned cathedral’s vault,
Jack’s lantern on the eve of All Hallows,
Unconsciousness producing dreams unsought.
All resentments undone, through you found truth;
Edge of universe here under my roof. 

BY JIM LAHTI  ON POEMS BY JOHN MCEVEETXY WOODRUFF
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McGegan, Franz Welser-Möst, John Nelson, Sir Roger Norrington, Andrew Parrott, 
Trevor Pinnock, and Joshua Rifkin. He has given solo recitals in the Wigmore Hall in 
London as well as for BBC Radio, and in Barcelona, Frankfurt, Madrid, Munich, New 
York, Paris, Salzburg, Tokyo and Utrecht. He has recorded for DG Arkiv, EMI, ASV, 
Hyperion, and New World Records. 
 Rufus was born in Kent, England and was a choral scholar at New College, 
Oxford. He studied in New York with the late Thomas LoMonaco. In 1985 he won first 
prize in the English Song Award in Brighton, and in 1999 was a prize winner in the 
Oratorio Society of New York Singing Competition. He is Associate Professor of Music 
at Bard College, New York. Further information and a discography are available at 
http://rufusmuller.com

Timothy Maureen Cole holds a Master of 
Music degree in Voice Performance and Pedagogy from 
Westminster Choir College and a Bachelor of Music degree 
in Voice Performance from Ithaca College, and has been 
teaching voice, music theater, and piano since 2007. She 
holds certification in Early Childhood Music Education 
from Kindermusik International and is a member of the National 
Association of Teachers of Singing.  In addition to private 
and group instruction, Cole has collegiate teaching experience 

at Horry Georgetown Technical College and James Madison University. She has 
extensive performance experience in classical and musical theater repertoire. Recent 
productions include La Boheme (Mimi), Le Nozze Di Figaro (Countess), Wilde’s 
Wild West (Frenchie), Acis and Galatea (Damon), Elixir of Love (Adina), Cask of 
Amontillado, The Tell-Tale Heart, and Scarlatti’s La Giuditta (Giuditta). Favorite Music 
Theater performances include: Kiss Me Kate (Kate), Anything Goes (Reno), You’re A 
Good Man Charlie Brown (Sally), Once Upon A Mattress, and My Favorite Year. In the 
summer of 2017 Timothy performed in the one-act musical It Takes A Rainbow, which 
was featured at the Midtown International Theatre Festival. 

John McEveety Woodruff (ASCAP) is a poet and a 
writer of prose fiction. He has published stories in Outerbridge 
(Charlotte Alexander, publ.), as well as poems in the bad henry 
review (Forty-Four Press, Hudson, N.Y.). He collaborated 
with artist Winifred McNeill in a project for the exhibition 
KEEP BREATHING, KEEP SHOUTING, Artists & Writers 
Collaborating (450 Broadway Gallery, N.Y.C.). His third novel, 
The War at Home, was published by Mascot Books in 2018.
Along with his collaboration with Mr. Lahti on of death and the 

planets, Mr. Woodruff wrote the libretto, also set by Mr. Lahti, to a full length opera 
about the final days of Meriwether Lewis, Meriwether: An American Opera. Another 
libretto, Regina, about the Canada riots of 1935 is being set by composer Douglas 
Thompson. In Spring of 2011 Mr. Woodruff received a master’s degree at New Jersey 
City University in music composition. Since 1973 he has been a working piano  
technician. Mr. Woodruff lives with his wife in Jersey City, New Jersey. 

English-German tenor Rufus Müller was acclaimed 
by The New York Times following a performance in 
Carnegie Hall as “...easily the best tenor I have heard in a 
live Messiah.” He is a leading Evangelist in Bach’s Passions  
and his unique, dramatic interpretation of this role has confirmed 
his status as one of the world’s most sought-after performers 
(“…a sensational Evangelist.” — New York Times). He gave  
the world premiere of Jonathan Miller’s acclaimed production  
of the St. Matthew Passion, which he also recorded for United 

and broadcast on BBC TV.  
 In demand for oratorio and opera, Rufus Müller has worked with many leading 
conductors including Frans Brüggen, Ivor Bolton, Ivan Fischer, Sir John Eliot Gardiner, 
Philippe Herreweghe, Richard Hickox, Nicholas Kraemer, Gustav Leonhardt, Nicholas 
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Passionate about music, di.vi.sion is an exciting group that seeks to move audiences. 
Presenting captivating and fresh programming, curating a chamber series in the Bronx, 
collaborating with composers that inspire them and working on innovative recording 
projects, di.vi.sion is an active and driven chamber ensemble. di.vi.sion was formed 
in 1997 by violinist Kurt Briggs as a 35-musician group. The name is inspired by the 
group’s flexibility to divide forces as needed and by their predisposition to commission 
new works using the musical form of division. 
 Energized by music that is written today, di.vi.sion regularly collaborates with liv-
ing composers. The group ardently programs and performs compositions of established 
and emerging composers. di.vi.sion has worked with composers Douglas Anderson, 
Victoria Bond, Steven Burke, Merrill Clark, Constance Cooper, Ezra Donner, Anthony 
Gatto, Jim Lahti and Ben Yarmolinsky.
 di.vi.sion has captured many of these new works on premiere recordings, teaming 
with composers on large and small ensemble projects. These collaborations can be heard 
on Albany Records, BenYar Productions and Ravello Records. 

www.division-artsandeducation.org
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  CD 1
 1 Prologue* [4:11]
 2 Mercury‡ [4:19]
 3 Venus‡ [2:33]
 4 Mary I* [5:02]
 5 Mary II° [5:45]
 6 Mary III° [3:03]
 7 Mars‡ [2:45] 
 8 Jupiter‡ [4:15]
 9 Patrick I* [4:34]
 10 Patrick II° [4:43]

  di.vi.sion

  Total Time = 41:34

  CD 2
 1 Charlie* [2:03]
 2 Saturn‡ [4:19]
 3 Uranus‡ [4:13]
 4 Father I‡ [6:47]
 5 Father II‡ [4:12]
 6 Neptune‡ [4:47]
 7 Mother* [6:01]
 8 Pluto‡ [3:46]
 9 Epilogue** [3:41]

  di.vi.sion

  Total Time = 40:10

  

 

di.vi.sion premieres

of death and the planets
a song cycle for soprano, tenor, and chamber ensemble

BY JIM LAHTI  ON POEMS BY  

JOHN McEVEETY WOODRUFF

Timothy Maureen Cole, soprano  |  Rufus Müller, tenor

*Rufus Müller, narrator | Timothy Maureen Cole, soprano    **Rufus Müller, tenor | Timothy Maureen Cole, soprano
‡ Rufus Müller, tenor    ° Timothy Maureen Cole, soprano

di.vi.sion
Margaret Swinchoski, flute | David Kossoff, oboe
Kurt Briggs, violin | Joel Rudin, viola
Matt Goeke, cello | Renée Cometa Briggs, piano
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